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Abstract—This paper presents a novel method for the management of UAVs formations. Based on the Fast Marching Square
(F M 2 ) technique, the proposed method allows the generation of
soft realizable paths for a formation in leader-followers configuration, keeping a desired geometry among its different agents.
The solution presented here also allows the UAVs formation to
adapt its shape so that the obstacles can be avoided, at the same
time that a flight level can be fixed with respect to the ground.
Simulation results will be presented in different environments to
show the validity and robustness of the approach.
Index Terms—UAVs, Fast Marching Square, Fixed flight level,
Formations, Path Planning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is clear that, in many cases of application, the use
of multi-agent systems improves the performance, flexibility
and robustness of the mission thanks to the introduction of
different agents in the planning [1]. Very common applications
are exploration [2], search and rescue [3], and surveillance
[4], [5], among others. The formation problem requires to
address important research topics, such as modelling and
control of agents [6], collision avoidance [7], mapping and
state estimation [8], and formation control and planning [9].
Regarding formation control and planning, the main problem is to provide a group of coordinated agents to perform
specific tasks while keeping certain geometric configurations.
The coordination of the agents is one of the key research
topics. When the operation is performed in limited spaces or
for collaborative tasks, the movements of the agents have to
be planned and coordinated efficiently. Besides, a computationally fast solution is also required so that the travel speed
can be kept.
There exist several strategies that describe how to control
the evolution of a formation. For instance, the multi-agent
coordination problem is studied in Ogren et al. [10] under the
framework of Lyapunov control. Other approaches are based
on potential fields which are combined in order to get the
desired behavior of the formation [11]. In other behavior-based
approaches [12] each agent has basic primitive actions that
generate the desired behaviors in response to sensory inputs.
For the case of leader-followers approach, a common solution
is the model predictive controller [13] which was recently
introduced for holonomic robots [14].
Another interesting approach is that by Olfati-Saber on
flocking for multi-agent dynamic systems [15], subsequently
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adapted by Iovino et al. [16] for UAV swarming with obstacle avoidance capability. This method is based on collective
potentials between alpha-agents that are flock members, betaagents that are used to represent obstacles and gamma-agents
that represent partial objectives.
The main drawbacks of the methods cited before are,
among others, the mathematical complexity needed to obtain
satisfactory results and the existence of local minima during
the execution of the algorithms. As demonstrated in (Gomez
(2013)) [17], the Fast Marching (FM2 ) approach shows a
robust performance when it comes to these two issues. This is
the reason why we have taken a step towards its application
to UAVs formations.
In this paper an approach is presented for the calculation of
the trajectories that the UAVs of a formation must follow when
moving towards an objective, based on a leader-followers
scheme. At the same time, the followers are positioned with
respect to the leader according to a geometric shape that can
change, within a given range, in order to face the environment
characteristics [18], [20], [21].
Differently from the approach presented in [17] and [18]
referring to indoor applications for mobile robots, the main
contributions of this work are: (1) the FM2 technique is
extended to be applied in 3D outdoor environments for UAVs
formations applications with more restrictive kinematic constraints; (2) the FM2 method is modified to introduce two
adjustment parameters p1 and p2 that allow both changing the
smoothness of the paths and setting the flight level in a very
intuitive way and without adding computational complexity to
the approach; (3) the generated paths are optimal in terms of
distance cost, safety and smoothness; (4) the approach can be
equally applied when the number of followers is drastically
increased (two followers have been selected in this paper for
the sake of simplicity), and even for swarm configurations
(no leader); (5) the planning method do not rely on either
probabilistic techniques or optimization methods (not proper
when it comes to certification issues), which makes it more
suitable for its use in real aviation applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the problem statement, introducing the environment
and the mission characteristics. Section III presents the UAVs
formation approach. In Section IV the path planning with
flight level constraint is addressed. Section V shows the results
from two cases of application: formation performance with and
without flight level constraint. Finally, in Section VI the main
conclusions of the work are outlined.
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Fig. 1: The left part of the image shows the 3D simulated representation of the open field environment. The right part shows
the front view of the environment.

II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
A. Problem Statement
In this section the problem statement is divided in two
different issues: first of all, the environment where the path
planning is carried out is described; later, the mission for the
UAVs formation is described.
1) Environment: The 3D environment where the path
planning for UAVs formation is carried out is represented in
Fig.1. The left part of the figure represents an open field with
mountainous terrain where the surface is rather uneven. The
3D grid map has a dimension of 120 x 90 x 40 cells, where
each cell of the map is equivalent to 15 x 15 x 15 meters. It
is not necessary to consider the sizes of the UAVs, since it is
assumed to be smaller than the size of a cell. On the other
hand, the right part of the figure represents the frontal view of
the environment, where two lateral mountains are appreciated.
These two mountains form a fissure, which will be crossed by
the UAVs formation.
2) Mission for the UAVs formation: The mission presented
requires a UAVs formation moving throughout an open field,
avoiding any obstacle in the terrain. There are several types of
formations; however, this work focuses on a leader-followers
formation. That is, the trajectory is calculated for a single
UAV (leader), which flies from a start position to a goal
position, being the head of the formation, and rest of the UAVs
(followers) follow the leader respecting several geometrical
relations. The formation in this work is formed by three UAVs
that compose a triangular shape among them. The formation
will avoid any obstacle in the environment, deforming and
adapting the path to its characteristics, and also taking into
account the rest of the UAVs of the formation.
The approach implemented to find the trajectory for the
leader and its followers is based on our FM2 approach. The
method to achieve a restriction in flight level is implemented
here, keeping the leader with a fixed flight level with respect
to the ground. This entire process is explained next.
3) Fast Marching and Fast Marching Square Methods:
The Fast Marching Method (FMM), introduced by Sethian
(1996), generates optimal trajectories in terms of distance.
However, this is not the only thing to take into account when
a path planning for a robot is carried out. The trajectory must

be smooth without sharp curves, always respecting a certain
turning radius. Also, the trajectory must have safety margins
with respect to the obstacles to prevent accidents with the
environment. These two deficiencies are solved by applying
the FM2 method.
The FM2 Method was introduced by Garrido et al. [19] in
2009 and, as mentioned above, is based on applying the FMM
twice. The first time that FMM is applied, a potential map W
is generated and then, the FMM is applied again to generate
the path between two points. The procedure to obtain a path
between two points is as follows:
4) Fast Marching Square Method:
• Environment (W0 ): The input of the method is a 3D grid
map, which is read as a binary map (see Fig. 2a). The
obstacles are identified with value 0 (black) and the free
space is identified with value 1 (white).
• Velocities map (W ): Each cell of the grid map labeled
as obstacle is used as source point of the FMM. In this
way, a potential map is generated as shown in Fig. 2b.
This map in grayscale is rescaled to fix the maximum
and minimum values as 1 and 0, respectively. The value
of each cell is proportional to the distance from the
obstacles; in other words, now the free space keeps a
certain distance from the obstacles. This map is also
called Velocities map because the value of each cell can
be interpreted as the speed of the vehicle, that is to
say, the speed is faster when the vehicle is far from the
obstacles (clear areas) and the speed is slower when the
vehicle is approaching obstacles (obscured areas). But
in this work, the speed has not been considered when
carrying out the path.
• Time of arrival map (D): The FMM is applied again over
the map W , where the wave is expanded from the goal
point until the start point. The result of this process is
the Time of arrival map D shown in Fig. 2c.
• Resulting path: The resulting path (see Fig. 2d) is obtained applying the gradient descent over D from the
start point to the goal point. The resulting path is the
most optimal in terms of smoothness and safety.
However, many times the resulting paths are not optimal in
terms of safety margins or smoothness, since the path does
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Fig. 2: The Fast Marching Square method (FM2 ). (a) Binary map W0 . (b) Velocities map W . (c) Time of arrival map D. (d)
Resulting path.

not befit the requirements of the mission. Thus, W can be
modified according to certain specifications, such as security
margins and kinematics of the vehicle.
Each cell of the map W can be raised to a value specified
by the user. This value is called adjustment parameter. This
procedure causes a lightening or darkening of W , as shown
in Fig. 3a. If the cells are raised to a value greater than 1,
the map is darkened, producing paths with sharp curves and
further away from the obstacles. By contrast, if the cells are
raised to a value smaller than 1, the paths are smoother and
closer to the obstacles (see Fig. 3b).
It is noteworthy that, thanks to the adjustment parameters
introduced in the path planning algorithm, feasible trajectories
for the UAVs can be achieved. In [22], the authors have proven
to generate paths with adaptive smoothness and compatible
with UAV kinematic restrictions, where the paths resulting
from F M 2 are compared with those resulting from considering the Dubins Model.
Besides, since the method guarantees feasible paths without
the need to implicitly include the kinematic models into the
algorithm, the computational cost is reduced considerably,
allowing this algorithm to be executed even in real time for
dynamic environments. This characteristic will be explored in
future research.
III. UAV S F ORMATION A PPROACH
A. UAVs Formation Approach
This section presents the approach to create a formation
composed of three UAVs with triangular shape, which operates
in a 3D open field environment. It also explains how this
formation is able to adapt to the environment, deforming
according to a fixed flight level with respect to the ground.
The algorithm used in this approach is an adaptation of the
F M 2 path planner method described in Gomez et al. (2013).

a)

b)
Fig. 3: W raised to different values. (a) W raised to
W raised to 41 .

3
2.

(b)

The improvements included here are: 1) the adaptation of the
formation to a 3D environment, and 2) the imposition of a
fixed flight level with respect to the ground for the leader. As
mentioned above, the formation considered follows the leaderfollowers configuration. The positions of each follower are
determined with geometric equations according to the leader’s
pose. That is, each position of the followers is found taking the
position of the leader as reference. These geometric relations
are shown in Fig. 4, where v is the direction of the leader, u is
the perpendicular to the direction and the partial goals are the
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Fig. 4: Behavior of the UAV formation algorithm: (a) main components; (b) triangular-shaped UAV formation; (c) partial goals
according to the leader position; (d) partial goals according to the obstacles of the environment.

next positions for each follower. In the next section a detailed
description of our approach is presented.

B. UAVs Formation Algorithm
As described previously, the FM2 technique uses the FM
method twice to create two different potential maps. The first
time, the FM method creates a potential map identified as W,
and the second time it generates a wave front growing into W
and giving the map T as a result. To achieve the deformation of
the triangular shape formation, not only the characteristics of
the environment are taking into account, but also the complete
UAVs set. For this reason, each of these vehicles is treated as
an obstacle in the environment. Each of the UAVs, like the rest
of obstacles, must have additional repulsive forces, preventing
them from colliding with each other. Therefore, the integration
of the potential given by the FM method into each UAV of the
formation is necessary. The steps to follow for the formation
planning are detailed next:
1) The environment map is read as a binary map (W0 ),
where the obstacles are identified with value 0 (black)
and the free space with value 1 (white).
2) The FM method is applied to W0 generating the first
potential map W.
3) The FM method is applied again into W giving rise to
the second potential map T .

4) The gradient descent is applied over T according to the
F M 2 method. The generated path is the route to be
followed by the leader.
5) Once the path for the leader has been generated, a
loop starts generating each path that the followers must
follow.
The movement of each UAVi is represented by a cycle t,
where the path for each of them towards their next position
is calculated. This next position is the partial goal, which
the followers have to reach in each cycle. The cycles t are
generated by a loop, which is described next:
• (a) Each UAVi of the formation is included in its binary
t
map W0,i
together with the rest of the UAVs, leaders
and followers, labeled as obstacles. Fig. 5 (a) represents
t
the original binary map Wo,i
with the obstacles in black
(value 0) and the admissible part in white (value 1).
t
• (b) For each UAVi , a new first potential Wi is generated
t
from Wo,i in each cycle t. Fig. 5 (b) shows the Wit
t
gray map obtained from the initial binary map Wo,i
with
two black points representing the leader and the other
follower. Then the FM method is applied using as initial
points all the black ones. This step can also be done
using the Distance Transform (in Matlab the ’bwdist’
command), but the performance is not that good because
of its discrete nature. Fig. 5 (c) represents the Wit gray
map corresponding to the leader, obtained from the initial
t
binary map Wo,i
with two black points representing the
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Fig. 5: UAVs formation approach: (a) UAVs formation following a path; (b) first potential map taking the leader and one
follower as obstacles; (c) first potential map taking the followers as obstacles; (d) second potential map taking the followers
as obstacles.

•

two followers and then applying the FM method using as
initial points all the black ones.
(c) The partial goals P d(xg,j , yg,j , zg,j ) for each
follower are calculated from the position of the leader.
These partial goals indicate the desired next position
for each follower; when that position is calculated, the
obstacles of the environment (including the rest of UAVs)
are taken into account. For this purpose, the gray level of
each partial goal’s position is calculated, thus modifying
the distances (edges) of the triangle shape. This method
works as a repulsive force with the obstacles of the
environment. Figure 4 shows how the geometry of the
formation is affected and how the next partial goals
are calculated, where the triangular shape distances for
follower 1 and follower 2 are given by Eqn. 1 and Eqn.
2.
P df 1,i = Pl,i − 2 · d1 · v + Bf 1,i+1 · d2 · u
P df 2,i = Pl,i − 2 · d1 · v − Bf 2,i+1 · d2 · u

(1)

In these equations, Pl,i is the position of the leader,
P df 1,i and P df 2,i are the desired positions of the followers, d1 and d2 are the safety distances in the direction
of the leader and in perpendicular direction between the
UAVs, shown in Fig. 4 and Bf 1,i+1 and Bf 2,i+1 are
2−Wit+1 , where Wit+1 is the gray level of the follower’s

current position (level of proximity to obstacles).
Bf 1,t+1 = 2 − W1t+1
Bf 2,t+1 = 2 −

(2)

W1t+1

The generalization for regular polygons of n sides, with
the leader as fist vertex and radius r (distance from the
center to the vertices) is


2kπ
2kπ
P df k,i = Pl,i + r ∗ Bf k,t+1 ∗ cos(
), sin(
), 0
n
n

•

•

•

where Pl,i is the position of the leader, P df k,i is the
position of the follower k. The term Bf k,t+1 represents
the safety margin in perpendicular direction.
As has been noted, the distances are only modified in
the plane x − y; this means that the flight level for
the followers is the same as that of the leader. For the
case when a flight level is fixed, the flight level of each
follower is stipulated by the terrain.
(d) The second potential map Tit is obtained applying
the FM method into Wit . Fig. 5 (d) shows how the FM
method is applied taking into account the followers as
obstacles.
(e) The gradient descent is applied into Tit obtaining the
path for each UAVi from its current position until its
partial goal.
(f) Each follower moves forward following the generated
path until a new iteration is completed. The low com-
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In many cases there are restrictions on an absolute flight
level, or on the surface of the terrain. The restrictions refer to
the trajectory with the exception of the start and end points.
As the Fast Marching wave front propagates more rapidly
through the lighter areas, it is necessary to impose that the
pixels corresponding to the desired flight level are clearer in
the W matrix.
It should be noted that the method works with a 3D grid.
Therefore, it is enough to clarify the desired W layers and
darken the unwanted ones, as shown in Fig. 7.
Algorithm 1 Introduction of the flight level in the method.

Fig. 7: The upper part of the image shows the 3D grid map of
the environment. The lower part shows clarified and obscured
layers of the map W.
TABLE I: Computation time in seconds required for each
cycle depending on the number of followers
Grid map dimension (cells)

120x90x40

Leader+2 followers

2,10

Leader+3 followers

2,35

Leader+4 followers

2,58

putational cost of the F M 2 method allows an adequate
refresh rate. All this process is summarized in Fig. 6.
Regarding the execution of follower cycles, each cycle
is executed with the minimum time span possible between
cycles, and this time spam depends on the planning algorithm
computational cost and the number of followers. Once the
partial paths are calculated for each UAV in a cycle, the next
cycle starts immediately. Table I has been computed in order to
show the computation time required for each cycle depending
on the number of followers. The number of followers has been
increased from two to four, the computation time being around
2.5 seconds and showing a linear growth with the number of
UAVs.
IV. PATH P LANNING WITH F LIGHT L EVEL C ONSTRAINT
The characteristic that makes the F M 2 method so interesting is that by modifying the gray levels of matrix W it is
possible to generate the desired trajectories.

Require: The Velocities map W of a gridmap G of size m x
n x l.
Require: Flight level Lw with respect to the ground.
Require: Adjustment parameters p1 and p2 .
Ensure: The Velocities map W with the clarified flight level
cells.
1: for k to l do
2:
for j to n do
3:
for i to m do
4:
Surf aceV alue ← Surf ace(i, j)
5:
if k = (Lw + Surf aceV alue) then
6:
wi,j,k ← (wi,j,k )p1
7:
else
8:
wi,j,k ← (wi,j,k )p2
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
end for
12: end for
The method to apply these ideas into F M 2 and to set a
level of flight relative to the terrain is shown in Algorithm 1.
As you can see, two adjustment parameters p1 and p2 are used
to clarify or obscure the cells of matrix W in order to obtain
the desired trajectory.
The process to modify the gray level of the cells of matrix
W is the following
• First, the elevation of the terrain is calculated (see Algorithm 1, line 4), based on the first layer of the matrix that
is considered to be sea level.
• Secondly, the desired flight level is added to the value
of the elevation of the terrain (Algorithm 1, line 5). To
clarify these cells, their value is raised to p1 (Algorithm
1, line 6). This forces the trajectories to go through these
layers.
• To obscure the rest of the layers, the value of the
corresponding cells is raised to p2 (Algorithm 1, line 8).
This makes it more difficult for the trajectories to pass
through them.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The path for the leader is planned from a start point to
a goal point with the approach based on the F M 2 method,
taking into account the simulated environment and maintaining
a fixed flight level with respect to the ground. The path for
the followers is estimated by geometric equations, where the
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a)

b)
Fig. 8: Sequence without flight level restriction: (a) normal map; (b) map W from leader perspective.

goal point of each follower is placed according to the leader’s
pose. Any obstacle in the terrain is avoided by all the UAVs
of the formation.
The simulation results carried out show how the formation
of three UAVs is maintained during the whole planning and
is only deformed when the UAVs avoid the obstacles of the
environment. Here, two cases are presented: the first case
presents a planning without altitude constraint for the UAVs
formation; the second case presents a planning with altitude
constraint for the same formation. In this latter case, the fixed
flight level is maintained by the leader of the formation, using
parameters p1 and p2 to modify the map W accordingly. The
followers have a fixed flight level imposed by the user, which,
in this case, is the same as the flight level restriction for the
leader. In this way, it is appreciated how the formation changes
according to the different flight levels of its agents.
The start and goal points are the same for both cases, being
ps (40, 30, 25) and pg (40, 112, 30), respectively. Next, the
two simulation cases are discussed in detail.
Fig. 9: Comparison of the resulting path without flight restriction against the ideal path and the terrain profile: (a) leader;
(b) follower 1; (c) follower 2.

A. Case 1: Formation without Flight Level Constraint
The aim of this experiment is to plan the optimal trajectory
for a UAVs formation without imposing a fixed flight level
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Fig. 10: Sequence with flight level 7 restriction: (a) normal map; (b) map W from follower 1 perspective.

Fig. 11: Comparison of the resulting path with flight restriction
against the ideal path and the terrain profile: (a) Leader; (b)
Follower 1; (c) Follower 2.

with respect to the ground. We will test how the formation
is deformed when the UAVs find obstacles in their paths and
how they avoid other agents of the formation. Figure 8 shows
the results after running the algorithm for this particular case,
presenting the resulting sequence of movements. The distance
between UAVs is 8 cells and each frame of the sequence
is chosen in time intervals of 20 seconds, approximately.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the movements of each element of the
formation. The green triangle represents the partial objective
for each UAV, that is to say, the desired position for each
UAV, while the red triangle represents the real position for
each UAV. Figure 8 (b) shows the same movements as in the
previous sequence, but referring to the map W. The altitude
at which each UAV is flying is 30 cells, approximately. As
can be seen, each UAV is represented as an obstacle in the
environment, which avoids the agents from colliding with
each other. Furthermore, Fig. 9 shows the simulated path with
respect to the ideal path and the terrain. It can be seen how
the UAVs do not maintain a fixed flight level with respect
to the ground. The computational time of the total planning,
including the loop for the planning of the followers, is about
130.6 seconds.
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B. Case 2: Formation with Flight Level Constraint
This second case analyzes the optimal trajectory for a UAVs
formation with a fixed flight level with respect to the ground.
Here, the computed trajectory for the leader is the result from
the F M 2 algorithm. However, the flight level of the followers
has been fixed by the user at the same value specified for the
leader. In this way, it is appreciated how the formation adapts
to the environment taking into account the different flight
levels of each of its elements. To maintain the corresponding
flight level for the leader, it is necessary to fix the values of
p1 and p2 as explained in section IV. In this case, the values
of p1 and p2 has been fixed to 1 and 0.5, respectively, and
the altitude with respect to the ground is 7 cells. As has been
discussed previously, the values chosen for p1 and p2 allow to
maintain the desired altitude and give a sufficient smoothness
to the path. Figure 10(a) shows the sequence of movements
of each UAV as component of the formation. Each frame of
this sequence is taken in time intervals of 50 seconds.
This time increment is due to a higher computation cost
imposed by the introduction of the flight level into the algorithm. Figure 10(b) shows the same sequence but referring to
the map W from the perspective of the follower 1. As can be
seen, in some movements a single UAV appears as obstacle.
The paths of each agent of the formation can be seen in
Fig. 11. Unlike the previous case, the leader flight respects the
flight level with respect to the ground at its particular positions,
and the followers flight level changes in all points, depending
on the value fixed by the user. In this case, the computational
time of the total planning is about 135.6 seconds.
A previous work by the authors [23] presents a deeper
discussion on how the computation time changes with the
number of cells of the environment. The study shows that
the FM method and its variants are very competitive to this
respect.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
This work has introduced the path planning problem for 3D
UAV formations based on our F M 2 algorithm. The approach
has been based on a leader-followers scheme and the flight
level constraint has been considered. The simulation results
have shown that the formation is able to adapt its shape so
that the obstacles are avoided at the same time that it fulfils
the flight level restriction.
Our approach has been proven with successful results. The
approach works in different irregular surfaces and for different
vision fields of the UAV, obtaining always the feasible path
with minimum cost. This results demonstrate that our approach
generates paths to save energy or fuel, and in addition,
generates trajectories compatibles with the kinematics of the
UAV.
In a further research, the explicit relationship between
the adjustment parameters p1 and p2 and the kinematic and
dynamic constraints of the UAV will be studied.
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